FAQs
Q. Are VermaDerm Infrared treatments safe?
A. Treatment is safe and effective on most skin types!
SharpLight’s VermaDerm handpiece has a built in cooling
component that cools the top layer of the skin and protects
the epidermal layers of the skin.

No down time

Q. How long does a stretch mark removal treatment take?
A. One VermaDerm Infrared treatment can take anywhere
between 30-60 minutes, depending on the part of the body
that is being treated.

Works on most skin types
Immediate and long lasting
Non-invasive, safe and reliable

Q. How many treatments are recommended?
A. While some patients see a noticeable decrease in their
stretch marks after their very ﬁrst treatment, others may
require a series of treatments.Treatments are performed
2-4 weeks apart for optimal results. After new collagen
forms, you will see a dramatic reduction in the appearance
of stretch marks.

Minimal number of treatments required
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Visit our website for more information:
International: www.sharplightech.com
N. America: www.sharplight.com

What our
Practitioners
are Saying:
Sigal Zamir
Tirupol Cosmetic Center
We decided to invest in an Infrared platform in
order to expand our technological capabilities.
We now integrate IR into a variety of treatments
that we offer- primarily facial and body
contouring - and are seeing impressive clinical
improvements.

the beauty of your success

Stretch Marks
Discover a new life
without stretch marks
Removal of stretch marks using VermaDerm�Infrared
technology
SharpLight makes it easier than ever to get rid of unwanted
stretch marks. Using our proprietary VermaDerm technology,
stretch marks are eliminated through a quick, pain-free and
completely non-invasive method. In just a few treatments your
skin will regain its natural form and look clearer and smoother.

Discover a new life without
stretch marks
Stretch marks form when the skin is strained beyond its
ability. This commonly occurs during pregnancy, rapid
weight gain, growth sprouts during adolescence, etc.

Just because the stretch marks
appeared, doesn’t mean they
need to stay!
SharpLight’s advanced VermaDerm IR
technology helps you reduce unwanted stretch
marks in just a few treatments and reunites you
with the skin you love. Patients are
increasingly seeking to eliminate their stretch
marks, and so the global market is exponentially
growing.

How does it work?
SharpLight’s VermaDerm technology consists of
Infrared waves capable of reaching the deeper
dermal layers where the stretch mark scars are
formed.
The Infrared waves heat up the scar tissue which
stimulates the body to produce new collagen and
elastin. These proteins are the building blocks of the
skin, and with renewed supplies, the body begins to
correct the scar tissue and replace it with new
unmarred tissue.

What our
Patients are Saying:
When I was a teenager I got
stretch marks on my breasts
and on the inside of my
thighs. They were the source
of great embarrassment and
severely limited what I chose
to wear (especially at the
beach). I decided to try
SharpLight’s treatments and
I am absolutely thrilled with
the results. The stretch marks
are GONE and I have a
new Bikini.

When I was pregnant, I got a lot of
stretch marks on my stomach. After I
gave birth, my stomach just looked like
a cluster of stretch marks and loose skin.
I underwent 8 SharpLight treatments
and the results are fantastic. The skin on
my abdomen tightened up and the
stretch marks faded away.
Sara Civian
SharpLight Patient

Michal Berg
SharpLight Patient

Seeing
is Believing

Before

After 8
treatments

70%

of teenage girls get
stretch marks
Before

After 10
treatments

90%

Weight loss does
not help in reducing
stretch marks

of pregnant
women get stretch marks

